POSTDOC SCIENCE WRITING WORKSHOP

Writing Workshop: Tue, Nov 13th, 9.30 am – 12.30 pm (Registration Required)
Career Seminar: Wed, Nov 14th, 12 – 1.30 pm (Open to All)
Location: SOM 178_P

Are you interested in science communication & writing careers? Whether you’re looking to write your first popular science news story, or want coaching to improve your writing style, this writing workshop is for you.

• **Writing Workshop.** Learn how to apply journalism & public relations strategies to the communication of scientific research. Practice writing an original science news story and the accompanying pitch. Participants are entitled to an extra 30 min one-on-one feedback session with the speaker to work on their writing. All experience levels welcome. Space is limited though – sign up today!

• **Career Seminar.** Hear Dr Damiano discuss her background and career path, giving advice for anyone interested in pursuing a career in science communications. Open to everyone: undergraduates, grad students and postdocs.

Marina Damiano is the owner of [Damiano Group](#), a scientific communications consulting practice serving academia, industry, and non-profits. Her work and philosophy are influenced by diverse experiences: as a scientist developing nanoparticles to treat cancer; as a scientific communications specialist; and now as an entrepreneur building and sustaining her own business. She's also president of the Chicago chapter of the Association for Women in Science (AWIS).

Dr Damiano obtained B.S. and B.A. degrees in Chemistry and German from DePaul University and a Ph.D. in Chemistry from Northwestern University.